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Bibliographic abstract
This thesis describes research concerning the management ofpotato cyst nematodes in
the Netherlands. Methods to automatically count larvae in suspensions using image
analysis and to hatch larvae using new hatching devices are presented. The hatching
process is modelled. Sub-sampling of soil samples after mixing was investigated
including extraction errors. The effect of 1,3-dichloropropene on the hatchability of
potato cyst nematodes is described in both laboratory and field experiments. A model
describing the size and shape of infestation foci of potato cyst nematodes on marine,
sandy and loamy soils is developed and used to evaluate existing soil sampling
methods for detection and assessment of potato cyst nematode infestations. New
sampling methods were developed for both seed and ware potato growers. A growth
model is presented for plants affected by nematodes as well as an advisory system
emphasizing the use of partially resistant potato cultivars in several cropping
frequencies. The advisory system includes population dynamics, the relation between
pre-plant density and relative yield, and the concept of relative susceptibility. It allows
to calculate the probabilities of yield reduction in the field. The approach taken by the
authors in nematological research ispresented asthe Seinhorst Research Program.

Key-words - advisory system, concentration-time products, models, detection
probability, 1,3-dichloropropene, distribution patterns, dose/response relations, growth
model, infestation foci, methyl-isothiocyanate, IPM, methodology, hatching curves,
population dynamics, research program, sampling, sublethal dosages, yield reduction.
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'Quantitativestudiesonthemanagementofpotatocystnematodes
(Globodera spp)inTheNetherlands'
Dit Proefschrift:
1.
Zowel in de fysica (trillingsgolven) als in de biologie (distributiepatronen van organismen)
kunnen 'mis' en 'signaal' gelijkvormig zijn.
Hoofdstuk 3.
2.

In veel onderzoeksrapporten over het effect van grondontsmetting is het percentage gedode
dieren overschat.
Hoofdstuk 4.

3.

Het effect van 1,3-dichloorpropeen beperkt zich niet tot het doden van nematoden.
Hoofdstuk 5.

4.

De verandering per eenheid afstand van aantallen cysten van aardappelcysteaaltjes in haarden
is onafhankelijk van plaats en populatiedichtheid.
Hoofdstuk 7.

5.

Nematoden blijken beter voorspelbaar dan veel nematologen denken.
Hoofdstukken 3,4 en 9.

6.

Nematodes make 'the same happen later'.
Hoofdstuk 9 en Seinhorst, J.W. (1986). Effect of nematode attack an the growth and yield of crop
plants. In:Lamberti, F. & Taylor, C.E. (Eds), Cystnematodes. New York & London, Plenum Press:
191-210.

7.

Integratie van wetenschappelijk onderzoek binnen en tussen vak disciplines is alleen succesvol
als meetmethoden worden 'genormaliseerd'.
O.a. hoofdstuk 11.

Overheid:
8.
Phytosanitaire bemonsteringen uitgevoerd door Overheden moeten worden beschouwd als dure
rituele handelingen.
O.a. ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 8.
9.

Sociologisch onderzoek kan in dezelfde mate bijdragen aan de realisering van de MJGPdoelstellingen als biologisch onderzoek. Daarom zouden beide disciplines intensiever moeten
samenwerken.
J.S. Buurma, 1996.Farmmanagement of fungicide usein tulips inTheNetherlands. Acta Horticulture, no.429,89-95.
J.D. van der Ploeg, 1997. Oorzaken van verschillen in middelenverbruik tussen bedrijven:
schurftbestrijding inappelen. PublicatieLandbouw Economisch Instituut no.4.143.48pp.

10.

Vele procedures ter bestrijding van nematoden vertonen meer gelijkenis met rituelen uitgevoerd op instigatie van hogepriesters - zoals de bestrijding van roest in tarwe door de verbranding van dierlijke ingewanden in de Romeinse tijd - dan met rationale maatregelen die erop zijn
gericht kosten van bestrijdingsmaatregelen af te wegen tegen werkelijke schade door nematoden.
J.C. Zadoks, 1988.Van roesten, honden en sterren in de oudheid: een landbouwhistorische puzzel.
Hermeneus 60: 1-8 en dit proefschrift.

11.

Het belang om te investeren in genormaliseerde landbouwkundige meetmethoden wordt door
beleidsmakers, landbouwwetenschap en landbouwpraktijk onderschat.

12.

Bemonsteringsmethoden voorgeschreven door de European Plant Protection Organisation (EPPO) zijn niet bedoeld om risico's met betrekking tot plantenpathogenen te minimaliseren.

Wetenschap:
13. Consensus is de dood van de wetenschap.
Ad Lagendijk in de column 'Interferentie': Klimaat en Popper van De Volkskrant op zaterdag 30
december 1995.
14.

Het commercieel aanbieden van niet geijkte meetmethoden is moreel niet verantwoord.

15.

De door Trudgill gesignaleerde export vanuit Nederland van overbodig geworden Rumptstad
injecteurs naar Schotland is veelzeggend voor de voortgang van het nematologische onderzoek
in beide landen.
Openingsrede D.L. Trudgill ter gelegenheid van het "24th International Nematology Symposium" in
Dundee, Schotland, 1998.

16.

Oorzaken van biologische verschijnselen op ecosysteem niveau kunnen niet worden afgeleid
uit resultaten van moleculair onderzoek.
O.a. S.A.L.M. Kooijman, 1987, inaugurale rede "Theoretische biologie, een specialisatie in integratie' en vrij naar Anderson, P.W. Arrow, K.J. & Pines, D. (1988). The economy as an evolving
complex system Proceedings of the evolutionary paths of the global economy workshop. September
1987, SantaFe,New Mexico.Reading,UK,Addison-Westley, 317p.

17.

De controverse tussen Popper en Feyerabend over wetenschapsontwikkeling, zoals beschreven
door Lakatos, vertoont gelijkenissen met tegenstellingen in kennisontwikkeling tussen 'onderzoek' en 'praktijk'.
Lakatos, I. (1978). The methodology of scientific research programmes.In: Worrall, J. & Currie, G.
(Eds).Philosophical papers. Vol.1.Cambridge,U.K, Cambridge University Press,250p.

18.

Biologen kunnen wel complexe expertsystemen ontwikkelen voor de beheersing van
plantenpathogenen, maar de implementatie verloopt moeizaam. Een mogelijke oorzaak is dat
sociaal-economische aspecten vaak onderbelicht blijven in deze expertsystemen.
K.J. Blokker, 1984. 'Computergesteunde voorlichting: een decisiegericht voorlichtingskundig
onderzoek naar Epipre en andere geautomatiseerdeinformatiesystemen in de landbouwvoorlichting'.
Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen,TheNetherlands, 389p.
C. Leeuwis, 1993. 'Of computers, myths and modelling: the social construction of diversity, knowledge, information, and communication technologies in Dutch horticulture and agricultural extension'. Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen, TheNetherlands,469p.

19.

Duurzame oplossingen van landbouwkundige problemen bedreigen de continui'teit van
verzelfstandigde landbouwkundige onderzoeksinstellingen. Het voldoen aan MJPG-doelstellingen voor nematiciden beeindigde de financiering van het onderzoek aan aardappelcysteaaltjes, waarvoor het merendeel van deze pesticiden werd ingezet.
Eigen ervaring.

20.

Volgens A. Mulder vraagt de praktijk om opbrengstreducties in tonnen in plaats van in procenten. Echter, op praktisch relevante beslismomenten zijn relatieve opbrengsten, anders dan
absolute opbrengsten, goed voorspelbaar.
A. Mulder, 1994. 'Tolerance of the potato to stress associated with potato cyst nematodes, drought
andpH'. Ph.D.Thesis,Wageningen, TheNetherlands, 190p.

21.

Volgens F.J. de Ruiter zijn late aardappelrassen toleranter voor aardappelcysteaaltjes dan
vroege. Omdat deze bewering, evenals de onderliggende hypothese '..dat de knolgroei bij late
rassen aanvankelijk achterblijft tengunste vanloof-en wortelgroei.', in strijd ismet dewaarnemingen (o.a. eigen onderzoek) kan hij worden ondergebracht in de categorie 'Myths and
fairytales' (Seinhorst 1986).
F.J.deRuiter, 1998. 'Potatocropgrowthasinfluenced bypotatocystnematodes(Globoderapallida)
andabioticfactors'.Ph.D. Thesis,Wageningen,TheNetherlands, 121 p.

Praktijk:
22. Grondontsmettingsapparatuur iseen vandebelangrijkste vectoren voorde verspreiding van het
aardappelcysteaaltje.
Hofmeester, Y.(1991).Soiladhering bymachines. Lelystad,TheNetherlands,AnnualReport 1990
of theResearch Station for ArableFarmingandFieldProduction (PAGV),publ.nr54:288-292en
Hoofdstuk 6vandit proefschrift.
23. Tijdens de hoogtijdagen van de grondontsmetting werd de helft van het totale volume in de
poot- en consumptieaardappelarealen toegepast. Meer dan 90% hiervan kwam op onbesmette
grond terecht.
Hoofdstukken 6,7en 12vandit proefschrift
24. Het gebruik van grondontsmettingsmiddelen in de teelt van poot- en consumptieaardappelen
heeft deboeren geencent opgeleverd.
BeenT.H.,Schomaker,C.H.&Molendijk, L.(1996)AdvieEennaaraanleidingvanuitslagenvande
intensieve AM-bemonstering voor de poot- en consumptieaardappelteelt in gebieden waarbesmettingenpleksgewijs voorkomen. Wageningen,TheNetherlands.IPO-DLORapport96-5,40p.
25. Boeren geven liever geld uit aan bestrijdingsmiddelen dan aan expertsystemen waarmee ze via
scenarioberekeningen optimalebestrijdingsmethoden kunnen afleiden.
Eigenervaring.
26. De meeste boeren zijn niet opgeleid om met complexe expertsystemen om te gaan. Helaas
werkende simpeleniet.
27. De resultaten van risicoschatting door waarschijnlijkheidsberekening zijn vaakcontra-intui'tief.
Onderzoek, voorlichting enpraktijk zoudenmetditfenomeen meerrekeningmoeten houden.
Simon Singh, 1997. Fermat's Last Theorem; The story of a riddle that confounded the world's
greatestmindsfor358years.FourthEstate,London:362p
Varia:
28. In werksituaties gaat het gezegde "men prefer blondes" in zijn oorspronkelijke betekenis niet
op.Er iseerder sprakevan"menprefer men".
Eigenervaring.
29. Aanstaande ouders zouden eerst een hond moeten aanschaffen en de cursus 'De gehoorzame
huishond' van deDierenbescherming volgen.Indezecursuskomentweebelangrijke elementen
in de opvoeding van zowel hond als kind aan bod: Een goede onderlinge verstandhouding en
consequent gedragvandeopvoeder.

T.H.BeenandC.H.Schomaker,Indoornik,herfst 1998
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Chapter1

General Introduction

Introduction
1.1.Introduction
Potatoes are among the most profitable agricultural crops in arable farming in the
Netherlands. Consequently, they are grownasfrequentlyasconditions allow,especially in those areas,where farmers have almost no choice of other profitable crops.An
average of 180,000 ha of potatoes is cropped annually of which about 120,000 ha
consists of ware and seed potatoes and 60,000 ha of starch potatoes (Anonymous,
1991- 1997).Croppingfrequencyislimited bypotato cystnematodepopulation buildup which, without control, leads to considerable crop losses. Control measures which
reduce population densities of the potato cyst nematodes have been investigated
starting right after the second world war (Oostenbrink, 1950) when the 'soil fatigue',
from which potato crops suffered, was shown to be the result of a plant parasitic
nematode.All kinds of solutions totheproblem were discussed, eventhe use of small
nuclear devices for full field treatment (Anonymous, 1956). Biological control,
artificial hatching agents, organic amendments, soil inundation and catch crops were
tested without much success. Finally, crop rotation, resistant potato varieties and soil
fumigation became the building blocks of a widely used strategy to 'eradicate' the
potatocystnematode.
Potato varieties resistant against Globoderarostochiensispathotype 1 were indeed
successful. But early after their introduction reports were received on (partial) failure
of resistant varieties caused by socalled resistance-breaking biotypes (Dunnett, 1957;
Jones, 1957;Laan &Huisman, 1957).More than a decade later a new species of the
potato cyst nematode, G.pallida, was identified (Jones et al, 1970; Stone, 1972).
Resistance tothis species isbelievedtobebased onmultiple genes (Jonesetal,1981),
contrary to the gene-for-gene relationship based on the HI-gene from Solanum
tuberosum ssp. andigena which provides resistance to G. rostochiensis (Janssen,
1990).In 1977,Kortetal.defined aninternationalpathotype schemeconsisting offive
pathotypes of G. rostochiensisand three of G. pallida. Resistant varieties in The
Netherlands were required to possess resistance against all pathotypes of both potato
cyst nematode species, which made breeding programs very difficult. As a result, G.
rostochiensis populations, against which ample resistant potato cultivars were
available, started to fade out while G.pallida began to spread all over the country.
Frequently, 'resistant cultivars' were grown which were susceptible to the species
present andpopulation densities ofpotatocystnematodes inthe starchpotato growing
areasstartedtoincreaseagain.
At their introduction in the late sixties, nematicides were thought to be a temporary
control measure, as the availability of other measures such as biological control and
potato cultivars resistant to the, at that time, newly discovered pathotypes of G.
rostochiensis2and3would maketheuseofnematicides obsolete.However, sincethe
expectations as to effective biological control were not fulfilled and the new virulent
pathotypes of G. pallida (pathotypes 2 and 3) emerged, the use of nematicides only
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Figure 1.1.- Calculated development ofpopulation densities according to a scheme based on
averages for multiplication of cyst nematodes on susceptible potato varieties (multiplication
30x), non-host crops (reduction 30%), resistant potato varieties (reduction 80%) and soil
fumigation (reduction80%).

increased.
Figure 1 shows the scheme used in the 1980s to advise the Dutch starch potato
producing farmers on handling the potato cyst nematode (Mulder et al, 1981). It
concerns the cropping of susceptible potato varieties (multiplication factor of the
population density = 30), of non host crops (reduction of the population density by
30%), of resistant potato varieties (reduction 80%) and soil fumigation (reduction
80%). Resistant varieties had to be alternated with susceptible ones to slow down the
selection of new virulent pathotypes. According to this scheme a gradual decline of
population densities would occur until densities would become so low they could not
be measured anymore.
All the values for multiplication and reduction of population densities of nematodes
used in this advisory system were averages over large numbers of fields. The
probability that such an average would apply to a certain field is quite small. No
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Introduction
farmer, however, would be so lucky that all these averages would occur in any ofhis
fields at the same time. Moreover, these averages were valid only under rarely
occurringconditions.
1. Multiplication rates, measured at low initial population densities, in fact varied
between 3 to more than 80 on susceptible potato cultivars (Seinhorst, 1986c).
Moreover, multiplication is density dependent; the lower thepopulation density the
higherthemultiplication rate(Seinhorst, 1967,1970, 1986a, 1993).
2. The use of resistant potato varieties will only be successful and reduce nematode
populations by 80%iftheir resistance is 100%and growth of the hostplant is not
impeded. Although the juveniles cannot reproduce - syncytium formation is
unsuccessful -juveniles doentertheroottipsandplantswill suffer damage (growth
reduction at low and medium nematode densities). The higher the population
density at planting, the smaller the plant and consequently the size of the root
systemwhichwillresultinalowerreductionofthepopulationdensity inthatpartof
the tilth that isnormally inclose contact withtheroot system (70%).In most cases
potato cultivars are not 100% resistant, but partially resistant, and even when not
damagedtheestimated 80%reductionwillnotoccur.
3. Soil fumigation was estimated to cause an 80% reduction of the population.
However, this only occurred in favourable circumstances of soil structure,
temperature and moisture, which are quite rare in the small time interval during
autumn when fumigant nematicides are allowed be applied. Moreover, the microflora adaptedquickly tothenematicides onbothmarineclay andsandysoils,sothat
sufficient mortalitywasonlyachievedaroundtheinjection layer.
4. Figures on natural decline of population densities when no host crops are grown
were sparse and no information about the magnitude offield-to-fieldand year-toyearvariation inthesurvivalratewasknown.
To make a long story short: the scheme did not reduce nematode populations or
improvethefinancial returnsofcropsattackedbynematodes.Inthemeantimethe first
infestations became apparent inourlatestandprimeseedpotatoarea,theFlevopolders.
As export was endangered, legislation was harsh. Farmers, afraid of losing the
possibility to grow seed potatoes, began to fumigate soils, as a precaution, on a large
scale. During the second half of the 1980s the total volume of nematicides against
potato cyst nematodes represented more than 60% of the total amount of pesticides
used in agriculture in the Netherlands (Anonymous, 1991). The public and the
government considered the intensive use of fumigants harmful to the environment in
general andtothehealth ofthefarmers/applicators inparticular.Asignificant decrease
oftheamount ofthenematicideusewasdemanded.
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1.2. Advisory systems
An alternative was required. Fundamentally, the use of averages had to be abandoned
in favour of the stochasticity of the relevant parameters. This implies the need of
stochastic models which in turn would supply the possibility to calculate cost-benefit
predictions of control measures. As the advisory system was meant to be used by
farmers and extension services, it should be straightforward and contain only a
minimum number of parameters, but these should be biologically relevant. Therefore,
the sub-models used are simplified models, derived from comprehensive ones. They do
not apply to the complete range of situations in the field but only to those relevant to
the potato grower. They are not just equations providing the best fit to experimental
data but represent a vision concerning the mechanisms involved in plant nematode
interactions and they havepredictive value (see also Chapter 10).The advisory system,
as it was planned at the beginning of this research, was designed as a stochastic
simulation model consisting of 6 sub-models:
1. Effects of chemical treatments
2. Population dynamics
3. Relation between pre-planting density and relative yield
4. Partial resistance expressed as relative susceptibility
5. Survival rates during non-host crops
6. Spatial distribution patterns
In 1984, at the beginning of the research reported here, emphasis was placed on the
efficiency of soil fumigation of heavy marine clay soils were the majority of the Dutch
seed and consumption potatoes are grown. As a result, laboratory and field
experiments were carried out to investigate the efficiency of 1,3-dichloropropene and
metam-sodium. Leistra (1972) developed a theoretical model to calculate integrals of
concentration time products (CT) at different depths in the soil after measuring
concentrations at various times after application. If the relationship between CT and
mortality of potato cyst nematodes were available, Leistra's model could be used to
quickly evaluate new techniques of nematicide application, soil treatment before
application, etc. Without such a model, patterns of CT estimates in different soil layers
are compared without understanding their nematicidal significance. Also, a data set of
nematicide effect throughout the infested tilth could be obtained for stochastic
simulations and financial calculations.
However, the model proved to be difficult to apply because the CT products measured
in the field differ significantly from those to which the nematodes are actually exposed
to as a result of their incorporation in soil aggregates. Moreover, the poor results of
fumigation on these clay soils confirmed the pessimistic expectations derived from
previous research, when CT products in clay soils were compared to CT products in
sandy soils {e.g. Rops and Smelt, 1985). Because of the negative cost benefit ratio of

Introduction
soilfumigation, research onthissubjectwasterminated.
One ofthe sideeffects ofthefieldexperimentswasknowledgeaboutthesizeofpotato
cyst nematode infestations on marine clay soils.Infestation foci covered only a small
part ofthe areawhich iscommonly fumigated. Most ofthe infested areahad only low
population densities and the total damage/ha was trivial. Research priority shifted
towards spatial distribution patterns in the seed and ware potato areas in order to
develop methods for the early detection of foci. High quality detection methods detecting predetermined sizes of infestations with a predetermined detection
probability - should render precautionary soil fumigation obsolete. The detection
method might be used as abasis for an advisory system which emphasises control on
indication. Control measures,ifrequired, couldbelimitedtotheareaactually infested.
When detection could be followed by species identification, for instance by ELISA
(Schots, 1988) the proper resistant cultivar could be applied. The only requirement
would be asound alternative for control bynematicideswhennoresistant varieties are
present. The alternative presented itself aspartial resistance ofpotato cultivars to cyst
nematodes. The effect of partially resistant potatoes had been first published by
Phillips (1984), Seinhorst (1984) and Seinhorst & Oostrom (1984), indicating lower
multiplication rates and lower maximum population densities in the field even when
partially resistant cultivarswouldbegrownannually.
A similar scheme couldbeused for thestarchpotato areas.If samplingmethods could
be developed providing population density estimates with known variability, farmers
could take control measures on indication and nematicide use could be restricted to
thosefieldswhere the cost of soil fumigation could bepaid by higher yields. Partially
resistant potato cultivars could beusedto keep lowpopulations low,thereby avoiding
theneed fornematicide application.
The required relationships for population dynamics and yield reduction had been
published by Seinhorst inthe 1960'sand 70's,their existencewastaken for grantedbut
never put to use in practice. One of the applications of Seinhorst's population
dynamics model provided a basis for the objective measurement of the degree of
partialresistance.Samplingmethodsforfields,however,werestillintheir infancy.

1.3.Goalsand constraints
To produce such advisory systems a vast quantity of research had to be realised.
Spatial distribution patterns at different scales of magnitude had to be established in
both the seed and ware potato areas and the starch potato areas. The vertical
distribution ofcyststhrough thetilthovertimehadtobeknownto determine its effect
onthe accuracy ofsoil samplingmethods.Thedecline ofpopulation densities infields
indifferent yearsshouldbeassessed.Researchtoinvestigatepartialresistance,theway
it has to be measured, its variability, the method to test cultivars and its validation in
thefieldhadtobeundertaken.And ofcoursethedifferent modelshadtobe integrated
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into an advisory system that can predict what will happen in the field within certain,
useful, limits.
Besides pure scientific research, another hurdle hadto betaken. An immense gaphad
grown between scientific research onthe onehand and applied research and extension
onthe other.Materials andmethods applied bythelatter inthe 1980swere outofdate
by almost two decades. Ideas concerning the interactions between nematodes and
plants consisted of 'myths and fairy tales' (Seinhorst, pers.communication). A 'status
quo' concerning some of the basic facts people believed in had to be shaken up. As
scientific resultshadtobepassedontothefarmers byextensionworkers,whoclaimed
they could only spare one day per annum to update their knowledge concerning the
potato cyst nematode problem, the difficulties encountered when transferring the
principles andpossibilities ofastochastic approachareimaginable.Atough opposition
of old ideas had to be dealt with. The opposition was met by a process similar to
erosion; by constantly ventilating the new concepts - sometimes in an extremely
simplified fashion - searching for allies and relaxing only when the concepts came
backtous,nowbrought forward byothers.
Not all the research carried out in the course of this research effort could be
incorporated in this thesis. Most of the investigations on partial resistance have been
published elsewhere or will be published in the near future. The thesis will therefore
'sample' the research effort and present some parts such as the results on soil
fumigation, soil sampling for detection, the effect ofnematodes onthe growth oftheir
host, the use of partial resistance in an advisory system, and the methodology
developed. All research was carried out respecting the principles laid down in the
'Seinhorst ResearchProgram' (Chapter 11).

1.4. Summary
Laboratory and field experiments were carried out to investigate the efficiency of soil
fumigation on heavy marine clay soils. This required the processing of thousands of
larvae suspensions. In Chapter 2 an image analysis system is introduced to automate
thecountingoflargenumbers oflarvaesuspensions ofG. rostochiensis andG. pallida.
The result is a software program that can count up to 64 compartments with larvae
suspensions withouttheaidofanoperator.Thetimeneededtocount one compartment
was reduced by 80% to one minute compared to 'manual' labour while the time for
probe preparation remained the same. At least 95% of the larvae originating from
hatchingtestswererecognized andcounted.
Chapter 3 provides insight in errors in the estimation of cyst numbers due to subsampling and laboratory activities. Subsampling error isinaccordance with abinomial
error when soil iswell mixed. Results showthat mixing of sandy and clay soilsposed
noproblem ineitherlaborfieldsamples.However,largeerrorsareintroduced inabout
10%ofthesamplesbyinadequatelaboratorypractices.

Introduction
Nematicide trials require reliable results concerningthe effect caused bythe fumigant.
Mortality is estimated by measuring hatchability oftreated larvae compared to that of
non-treated larvae. In Chapter 4, all sources of error contributing to the variability of
hatching tests are identified. Solutions arepresented to overcome these errors, caused
by materials used and methodology applied. The variability of the hatching process
could be minimized to less than 5%. The hatching process was modelled using a
modified log-logistic equation. The model provides the possibility to check the
progress of the hatching process and to shorten the time period required for hatching
testswhen laboratoryreared cystsareused.
In Chapter 5theresultsoftestingtheefficiency of 1,3-dichloropropene,which consists
of two isomers, are presented. Only the (Z)-isomer actually killed nematodes when
sufficiently high dosage were used. The (E)-isomer only inhibited hatching
(decreasingly) for a period lesser than six month; usually the period between soil
fumigation in autumn and planting of the potato crop in spring. Several different
responses of the larvae to the fumigant affecting hatchability and survival could be
distinguished.
Chapter 6 reports on field trials with standard application of 1,3-dichloropropene on
marine clay soils. Mortalities of 50% in the upper 25 cm of the tilth were feasible.
Accelerated breakdown of the active compound by microorganisms was measured in
several fields. Theuse of an extratop soiltreatment withmetam sodium, immediately
before winterploughing, enhancedmortality significantly butisnotafinancially viable
solution. Compared tothe one hawhich is fumigated commonly, only 5%ofthe area
was actually infested which resulted in 95% of the active compound wasted on
nematodefree soil.
Research now was targeted at the development of new detection methods. First a
general model for an infestation focus had to be established. In Chapter 7 a model is
presented based on 40 data sets of densely mapped potato cyst nematode infestations
originating from several croppingareas ofwareand seedpotatoes inTheNetherlands.
The model describes the size and shape of an infestation focus dependent on the
population density atthe focal centre.No differences between cropping areas couldbe
found andthemodeltherefore appliestoallinvestigatedareas.
With the use of this model and the knowledge available concerning the small scale
distribution of potato nematode cysts, new sampling methods for detection can be
developed. In Chapter 8 a computer program is described and applied to analyse the
efficiency of existing Dutch sampling methods.As theirperformance was insufficient
to satisfy therequirements postulated for adetection method tobeused in an advisory
system, several new, high performance, sampling methods for detection have been
developed for both seedandwarepotatogrowers.
Chapter 9 describes a growth model for potato plants attacked by nematodes. The
relation between small and medium initial population densities and the relative total
plant weight of potatoes can be derived from this model. To model tuber weight an
extra modification wasrequired astheretardation oftuber initiation isnot ofthe same
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magnitudeasthatofthetotalplantweight.
In Chapter 10 an advisory system is presented for the management of potato cyst
nematodes emphasizing theuseofpartially resistantpotato cultivars andprovidingthe
possibility of keeping population densities ofpotato cyst nematodes at a low level in
short rotations. Stochastic models based on the population dynamics of potato cyst
nematodes andtherelationbetweenpre-plantnematodedensities andrelativeyield are
combined. It enables farmers to evaluate risks and costs of different control measures
in fixed rotations and to select a potato cultivar with optimum partial resistance to
minimizeyieldreductions.
Finally, in Chapter 11the 'Seinhorst Research Program' is postulated. It presents an
effort to describe the empiric philosophy used and the methods applied in the
nematological research at the IPO-DLO during the last 45 years. It consists of three
hierarchic cycles concerning patterns derived from a continually growing data set
called the 'empiric base' and theories developed to explain these patterns. Each time
when data are added, patterns and theories are validated again. As theory building is
onlypossiblewhenpatterns are derivedfromunbiased datasetsthe 'empiric base' has
its own cycle of methodological patterns and theories to safeguard the quality of data
collection.

Chapter 2

Using image analysis for counting larvae of potato
cyst nematodes {Globodera spp.)

T.H. Been, E.M.J. Meijer, A.E.Beniers &
J.W. Knol
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2.1. Summary - A GOP-302 image analysis system - Context Vision,
Sweden - was used to automate the counting of large numbers of larvae-suspensions of Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida. These
suspensions originated from hatching tests, which were conducted to
estimatepercentage mortality infield andlabexperiments ofnematodes
exposed to nematicides. Theresult iscalled ANECS (Automatic NEmatode Counting System), a software program that can count up to 64
compartments with larvae suspensions successively without the aid of
an operator. A special object carrier was developed. Images of up to
eight object carriers (512 larvae suspensions) can be stored and image
analysis canbe suspended tooff-office hours.Thetimeneededto count
one compartment was reduced by 80% to one minute compared to
'manual' labourwhilethetimefor probepreparationremainedthesame.
The percentile error is highest at very low larvae densities (<20 per
suspension) and is caused by pollution with small fibres carried by air
during the handling of the larvae suspensions. This problem can be
minimised by setting up clean-laboratory procedures. At least 95%of
the larvae originating from hatching testswere recognized and counted.
The program can and has been be adapted to count other nematode
species or to suit more complicated problems like counting both larvae
and eggsinone suspension.

2.2. Introduction
One of the most labourious and tedious occupations in nematological research is the
counting of individuals of a pathogen. For instance, the number of cysts in debris,
extracted from a soil sample or the number of eggs and/or larvae in a suspension.
During 1985 till 1990 a substantial part of the research effort at the nematological
department of IPO-DLO was directed towards the effectiveness of nematicides in the
control of potato cyst nematodes. Dosage-response relationships of 1,3dichloropropene (D-D), (Schomaker & Been, 1986) and methyl isothyiocianate
(M.I.T.) were investigated in laboratory tests and the effectiveness of D-D was tested
on fields with heavy marine clay soil (Been & Schomaker, 1987). In all these experiments percentage mortality ofpotato cyst nematodes was estimated.
Several methods to distinguish between living and dead potato cyst nematodes are
available, ranging from "pricking" individual eggs (Fielding, 1951), the "kinked larvae" method (Staniland & Stone, 1953), bioassays (Hijink, 1971), colouring with
various dyes e.g. new blue R (Sheperd, 1951), hatching tests (Fenwick, 1949, 1950a)
and measuring the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content of nematodes (Atkinson &
Ballantyne, 1977 a, b). The last three methods are frequently used. Bunt & Van Eck
(1978) compared these methods including a bioassay and a measurement of mortality
of free living nematodes to estimate mortality after a soil fumigation and found hatch-
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ing test to be one of the most reliable methods. Therefore, in all the experiments,
percentage mortality was estimated by comparing the hatchability of treated larvae
with that ofuntreated larvae.
The efficiency and reliability of hatching tests were increased by several methodological improvements which will be presented in another paper. The duration of the hatching tests varied from two weeks, with untreated nematodes, till six months with nematodes exposed to high dosages of nematicides (Schomaker & Been, 1986). A similar
retardation of hatch, caused by nematodes was reported by Fenwick (1957) and
Seinhorst & Den Ouden (1973). Every week the hatching solution had to be refreshed
and hatched larvae counted to plot the sigmoidal hatching curve (Fenwick, 1951). The
many different factors involved (fields, plots, soil layers,time after treatment and replicates) resulted in a considerable number of batches and thousands of larvae suspensions to be counted. 'Manually' counting one suspension takes five minutes on an
average and only few people can perform this tedious microscopy work during a whole
day. Moreover, the reliability of the 'manual' counts decreases as the duration of this
work increases.
The possibility to automate this task was investigated using the at this time relatively
new method of image analysis of digitized images using a computer. Several large
systems were pretested in 1986/1987 onprocessing speed, image analysis software and
user friendliness. Finally, a GOP-302 from Context Vision, Sweden was selected and
equipped with a suitable selection of peripheral instruments. This paper presents the
results of a three years' research effort into the composition of a suitable microscope
configuration and the development ofthe required software.

2.3. Materials and methods
TheSystem 'shardware configuration.
A GOP-302 image analysis system, manufactured by Context Vision, Sweden, was
used to automatically estimate the number of nematode larvae (Globodera Rostochiensis and G. Pallida) in suspensions. An extra hard disk of 700 MB was added for
the storage of large numbers of images. A Leitz Stabiplan microscope was selected as
the most suitable for this application. It is an industrial microscope for automated
applications. It consists of a solid granite base to obtain maximum stability during the
scanning stage movements and a system adapter for a WILD M420 Macroscope or a
binocular tube for micro objectives. For our purpose a binocular tube was used. The
centre of the system adapter extends 26 cm, enough to equip it with a large scanning
stage. On top of the binocular tube (1.25x) a phototube is attached with a projection
lens (4x) which is connected to the camera with a C-mount adapter (O.lx). See Figure
2.1 for a display of the microscope set-up. In combination with a Leitz 1.6/.05 PLAN
objective, a total magnification was obtained sufficient to display an image frame on
the monitor covering exactly 1/4 of the total area of one compartment. The used lens
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combination was the best compromise between a large magnification needed for
sufficient contrast and a small magnification to obtain a large scanning area. A 8"
Marzhauser scanning stage was used, with a maximum speed of 42 mm/sec and an
accuracy of 2.5 um. It is mounted to position the perspex 64 compartment object
carriers, specially developed for this purpose by Hasselblad, Sweden. The scanning
stage (SSC02) is controlled by the computer using a stage and focus controller developed by IDUNA, The Netherlands. For optimal illumination of the objects an electronically stabilized Novalux A4EIR light source was used, emitting homogeneous light in
an A4 area.
Object carrier
A special object carrier with 64 compartments had to be developed fitting the 8"
Marzhauser scanning stage. Several
prototypes of different construction
were developed and tested. The first
consisted of one layer of plastic
(PVC). The object compartments
were formed by vacuum suction of
the material after heating. In this way
compartments had slanted sidewalls,
resulting in no visible connections of
larvae to the walls of the compartment after segmentation. However,
during the cooling period following
manufacturing, the object carriers
slightly deformed, making them not
completely level with the surface of
the scanning stage. As a result the
bottom of the compartments drifted
out of focus during movement of the
scanning stage.Auto focussing had to
be added to solve this problem but
scanning time was increased considerably, as each final image of a
compartment was the result of images
of all four quadrants of the compartment. Moreover, auto focussing at
Figure 2.1.- Overview of the microscope setup.
this low magnification tended to fail.
A: 2/3"B/W CCD camera. B:0.4x photo tube.C:
A second prototype, also with slanted
Leitz Stabiplan microscope. D: 1.6/0.05 P objecwalls, consisted oftwo perspex layers
tive Leitz. E: multiple compartments object carglued together, the lower one solid,
rier. F: 8" Scan stage. G: Granite base. H: Electhe
upper one with compartments cut
tronically controlled light source. I: Labo lift. J:
out by laser.
Stageandfocus controller.
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These object carriers were
level by definition, therefore
auto focussing became obsolete. However, after gluing, the
connection of the slanted
compartment wall with the
bottom
perspex
plate
produced clearly visible lines
in the scanned images. Image
analysis also suffered from
glue stains on the bottom of
the compartments. Both artifacts tended to connect with
Figure 2.2. - Object carrier with 64 compartments. The
larvae during segmentation,
whole object carrier measures 24,5 by 24.5 cm. The comcausing serious problems of
partments are centred on the carrier in a 8 * 8 square of
these larvae to be detected
15,6 by 15,6 cm. Each compartment measures 15 by 16
mmandhasavolumeofapproximately 1.2 m.
and counted as one. Moreover, the glue slowly
dissolved after the killing/staining solution was added to the larvae suspensions. After
a couple ofruns the object carriers started leaking between plates and were useless.
The final development (Figure 2.2) also consisted of two perspex plates. A new glue
was used which was sprayed over the bottom of the upper perspex plate after which
both plates were combined by heat and pressure. Glue artifacts were almost absent. To
enable straightforward segmentation the object compartments now had vertical walls
and the upper surface of the multiple compartment object carrier was painted black to
obtain maximum contrast with the bottom plate. During image analysis the black edge
of the upper perspex plate around the compartment can be subtracted from the image
and connecting larvae dissociated easily. The dimensions of asingle compartment is 15
by 16 mm, each with a volume of approximately 1.2 ml. The whole object carrier
measures 24.5 by 24.5 cm.
Biological specimen
Cysts of Globodera rostochiensis and G.pallida were soaked in water and crushed in
suspension using a plunger (Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1966). Eggs were retrieved by
sieving out cyst walls with a 250 um sieve. Eggs were counted in a 1 ml suspension
(Seinhorst & Den Ouden, 1973) to estimate those present in the stock solution. A
volume containing the desired number of eggs was pipetted into a glass tube (1000
eggs for untreated batches) sealed atthe bottom by a gauze (22.4 um, Monadur), which
withholds eggs but not active larvae. The tubes were then placed into glass cups
containing 1ml of the natural hatching agent of potato plants. When necessary, tubes
were placed in new cups containing fresh hatching agent, while cups, containing
hatched larvae were stored inthe refrigerator at4°C. Storage time never exceeded four
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weeks as after such a period of time the food resources of the nematodes decrease and
starch globules diminish in size and finally become completely absent. Then, staining
of the larvae for image analysis becomes impossible and the recognition of objects
unreliable. The whole cup, containing slightly less than one ml of larvae suspension,
was emptied and rinsed into the selected object compartment. Before counting, 20 ul
of a saturated iodine solution (iodine dissolved in 96% alcohol) was added, which
caused larvae do die instantaneously, to stretch and to stain. If necessary, a small
amount of bidestillated water was added to obtain a level surface of the fluid. Image
acquisition (scanning), was performed after apause of 5minutes, needed for the larvae
to gain maximal contrast, but within one hour as the larvae loose their stain after that
period. Moreover, waiting for too long causes evaporation ofthe sample fluid resulting
in a meniscus that blursthe image.
Larvae from these hatching tests were used to investigate which features, e.g. length,
area, compactness, can be used to distinguish them from other objects by image analysis algorithms. After program building hatching tests were analyzed both by the automated system and by 'manual' counting to establish the efficiency and reliability of the
developed algorithm.

2.4. Results
Discriminating features
Segmentation of objects from a background can be achieved by thresholding a grey
value image, which consists of a number of picture elements (pixels), each having a
grey value between 0 and 255. When thresholding the image, all pixels with a grey
value beneath a certain threshold value (0 < value < 255) will be adjusted to zero; all
other will be adjusted to one. Thus, a binary image is created consisting of a background (value = zero) with one or more objects, consisting of one or more pixels with
the value one. These objects can be submitted to calculations. One of the simplest
calculations is counting the number of pixels that form an object as a measure of its
area (see Rosenfeld & Kak, 1976 for a general introduction in image analysis). The
GOP-302 can measure up to 17 different features of each object almost instantaneously. Using the values obtained for a number of chosen features of the object, decisions
can be made whether these values are within the accepted range for each feature and
therefore, weather the object can be classified as a larvae or not (e.g. egg or artifact
caused by contamination of the suspension). Therefore, the first step in building the
algorithm is to investigate which of the features or combination of features allows
reliable discrimination between larvae and other objects.
As suspensions can contain several hundred larvae per ml, many larvae will connect
into clusters after thresholding, thus forming a single object. Therefore the algorithm
finally had to distinguish between single larvae, double larvae and clusters of more
than two larvae.
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Figure 2.3. -Frequency distribution of area of single larvae and clusters oftwo larvae.Area
is used as a classification feature. Although a slight overlap does occur, the resulting error is
negligible.

A combination of three features proved to be the most suitable to achieve the desired
purpose. For single larvae: area is used to find all objects having an area which falls
into a range of area measurements likely to originate from a single larva. Compactness is employed as a qualifier to remove all objects which have the area of a single
larva but not its shape. Compactness is a measurement of shape; circular objects will
get the value 1,while the more unlikely objects resemble a circle, the higher the value
for compactness will be. Finally ellipse compactness, also a shape measurement, is
applied as a third qualifier. See GOP-302 reference manual (Context Vision, 1987) for
an explanation of the quoted features.
For pairs of larvae and clusters the same approach is used with adapted values for the
different features. In Figure 2.3 the frequency distribution of several area measurements are displayed of single and paired larvae. A slight overlap occurs. However, the
resulting error is negligible astwo more qualifiers are used for the final decision. After
classification a C-program is invoked to calculate the average area of a single larva
using the area measurements of all recognized single and double larvae. The number
of larvae in clusters is then calculated by dividing the cluster area by the average single
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nematode area. This procedure is repeated for every compartment. See for a full description ofthe algorithm used the ANECS user manual (Been et al, 1995).
Program performance
After program development, debugging and evolution the final program was tested for
its performance by applying it on several samples of nematode larvae originating from
various hatching tests. In Figure 2.4. automated counts are expressed aspercentages of
'manual' counts. There is an apparent tendency to overestimate the number of larvae at
low numbers, especially those below 20 larvae per suspension. Overestimation is
caused by pollution of the larvae suspension. As the image enhancement algorithm
(see Been et al, 1995) takes care of most objects that do not have the shape of a larva,
only those that resemble larvae cause errors. The pollution of the larvae suspension,
mostly little fibre particles originating from clothing, is carried by air and takes place
when vials are handled and the compartments of the object carrier are loaded. Cleanlaboratory procedures and air handling could reduce these errors drastically.
At higher nematode numbers at least 90% of the larvae are detected as such. The
underestimation was caused by a classification error in the algorithm. When suspensions with very high nematode numbers were analysed, large clusters of larvae can be
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Figure 2.4.-Thepercentile count obtained bycomputer analysescompared totheactual number of larvae present in the sample. The highest errors occur with low nematode numbers
(<20).They mostly aretheresultof smallpollutions inthe liquid(e.g.tissuefibres transferred
byair.
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formed. These were sometimes ignored by the program as they were classified as a
large object (such as a piece of cyst shell) polluting the suspension. Moreover, clusters
with an area of more than 50 single larvae are automatically rejected as these objects
are regarded as being pollutions by definition. This rule was implemented as a consequence of results ofprevious testings.
However, a large percentile error at low numbers of nematodes, causes no large errors
at the end of a hatching test provided that also suspensions with larger numbers of
larvae are counted as isthe case with hatching tests. Figure 2.5 displays three examples
of complete hatching tests with variable cumulative numbers of larvae atthe end of the
test where automated counts are compared with 'manual' counts. The smaller the final
number of larvae, the smaller the errors made by the program. However, in all tests at
least 95% of the larvae present were detected as such. The increasing error in nematode counts at higher total cumulative counts in Figure 2.5 is again caused by the presence of very large clusters of larvae which were classified as a pollution of the suspension and not as nematodes. At higher larvae numbers these clusters will occur more
frequently.
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Figure2.5.-Comparison betweenmanual countandcomputer analysisofthreehatching tests
with different numbers ofeggs.Lines:cumulativemanual counts.Dots:Cumulative countsof
image analysis system. ( • ) 99%of larvae detected, (»): 97%of larvae detected, ( • ) : 95%of
larvae detected.
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Although a minimum of 9 5 % of the hatched larvae were detected as such, an attempt
was made as to solve the problem of unwanted rejections of large nematode clusters.
Finally, the use of an area/length index for clusters proved to be very promising.
Figure 2.6 demonstrates the linear relationship between area and length of larvae
clusters. The calculated index is almost the same at any number of nematodes. However, large pollutions with an area above 100 pixels can be detected because this
feature is changed. Rejection of these cluster, having an area/length index above 2.3
and below 1.4, and acceptance of those within this range can decrease the number of
erroneous rejections. Therefore, this index will be incorporated in the next update of
the program.
Three batches of Globodera pallida and two of Globodera rostochiensis were investigated with regard to differences in size expressed as area, which is the most important
classification feature of the program. As all populations were multiplied in previous
years on the susceptible cultivar Irene the differences between batches from each
species were age differences; R o l ' 86, R o l ' 88, Pa3 '84, Pa3 '86 and Pa3 '88. A N O V A
distinguished two groups. One consisting of R o l '86, R o l '88 and Pa3 '84 and a second
one consisting of Pa3 '86 and Pa3 '88 with an average area of 24 and 26 pixels respectively. Frequency distributions of single batches were consistent with a normal distribution. Figure 2.7 illustrates the frequency distribution of these area measurements of
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Figure 2.6. - Relation between area and length of clusters of more then two larvae; clusters
of larvae ( • ) and pollutions in suspension ( • ) .
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Figure 2.7. - Area measurements of single larvae oftwodifferent groups of nematodes originating from three batches of Globoderapallida and twobatches of Globodera rostochiensis.
Group 1 consistsofRol'86, Rol'88andPa3'84,group2ofPa3'86andPa3'88.

both groups. Although there is a significant difference between the average area of
both groups, both 95%probability intervals, 16to 32 for group one and 18to 34 pixels
for group two, are within the range of the classification interval of area for one larva
(10 to 35 pixels) used by ANECS. Therefore, the differences found in area between
the two groups have no influence on the performance of the program. It can be assumed that the program will perform equally well when other batches of potato cyst
nematodes are counted. This has been proven during several years of operation.

2.5. Discussion
The result of this research has been a software application that can count up to 64 compartments with nematode suspensions without the aid of an operator. As scanning of
the compartments is separated from the analysing part of the program, analysis of
images (counting of the larvae) can be suspended to night hours to save operation time
of the system during the day. After analysis,ANECS provides thepossibility to inspect
the results by displaying the original image together with an coloured overlay representing the detected and counted larvae (Figure 2.8). Corrections can then be made in
case a very high precision is needed. For a full description of the program options see
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the ANECS user manual (Been et al., 1995).
Special attention was payed to the implementation of laboratory procedures to obtain
clean and unpolluted larvae suspensions. Best results were obtained when hatching
cups were machine-washed, dried by filtered air and stored in air tight boxes. Cups
with suspension waiting to be counted were stored in plastic boxes at 4°C. As the
kitchen equipment needed for washing and drying is standard in modern laboratories,
these precautions do not take extra time. The time required to prepare the probes is the
same or even less, as 64 probes areprepared successively.
As displayed in Figure 2.4. the analysing process still suffers from errors caused by
small pollutions of fibres. Improvements could be made by avoiding draft and using
fibre-filtrated air and laboratory clothing at the location of the image analysis system.
However, as can be concluded from Figure 2.5. the error made by the program at the
end of a hatching tests with several cumulative counts is low.At least 95%of all larvae
of one sample were recognized and counted. This percentage can still be improved by
adding the length/area index tothe calculating algorithm ofthe program.
Whereas the time required for the 'manual' count of one suspension averages five
minutes, for the same job the image analysis system only requires an average of one
minute, by this reducing counting time by 80%. Running the image analysis during
night hours saves even more time. Another improvement is the absence of bias occurring when counts are made by different individuals and the increasing errors with time
caused by fatigue when submitted tothis labour for longer periods.
The program is now in operation for several years and satisfies the goals set. The
program can and has been adapted for counting other nematode species.For instance to
count beet cyst nematode larvae (Heterodera schachtii), only the upper and lower
margins of the discriminating features used in the classification process had to be
adapted. Juveniles and eggs of Meloidogyne hapla and M. chitwoodi have been
counted by Van der Beek et al. (1996). Adding egg recognition to the program proved
to be quite simple. A filter operation is used to erase all thin objects, such as larvae, but
not the eggs. Thresholding this image and classifying these objects renders a fair
approximation of egg numbers.
The program is not suited to distinguish between different species and therefore to
count the numbers of different species in one suspension. This kind of image analysis
would require texture analysis at very high magnifications, which implies constant
autofocusing and movement of the scan stage as well as the use of stored recognition
patterns to identify objects. This istheoretically possible for those species which do not
have to be manipulated under the microscope to distinguish certain characteristics.
However, even atthe present state ofthe art, computers would consume too much time
to equal or even improve on 'manual' labour.
However, image analysis will prove to be of increasing value for nematological research. Heinicke & Schultz (1994) recently succeeded in solving another labourious
task; counting eggs and larvae in unfiltrated suspensions of crushed cysts of Globodera
rostochiensis and Heterodera schachtii originating from soil samples. Their method is
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Figure 2.8. - A: The original image after a C-subroutine called grab.ctook four pictures of
each quadrant of the selected compartment, reduced these images in size and composed one
new image presenting the whole compartment. B:Original image with overlays (coloured on
screen) displaying all objects, which have been recognized as being nematode larvae (single
larvae in black, pairs in grey and clusters outlined). The total sum of counted larvae is displayed on the top line of the image (not displayed here). Compartment number, number of
singlelarvae,pairs,clustersandtotalnumberarestoredinadatafile.

intended for the routine estimation of the population densities on farmers fields as a
basis for nematode control. The time required for one probe varies between 1to 10
minutes per probe, dependent on nematode species and numbers of nematodes in the
suspension. The counting process is terminated when the variance is stable. Another
possibility of using image analysis is demonstrated by Hendriks et al. (1994), who

